Yarbus lives: a foveated exploration of how task influences saccadic eye movements
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Introduction

Yarbus (1967) and others have shown that viewers' eye movements with respect to a
particular stimulus image differ according to the viewer's task. We revisited Yarbus' work,
giving different subjects different tasks, with the same stimulus images. Tasks varied from
ascertaining the weather, to free viewing, to inferring the thoughts of people in a scene.
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Methods

The goal was to investigate eye movement with a wide range of tasks and images. Each
subject saw each image once, with a single task. Different subjects had different tasks,
including free viewing, with respect to the same stimulus images. Subjects controlled
viewing time. An Eyelink head-mounted eye tracker was used. Images were
approximately 27 by 20 degrees.

Visualization

Eye movement data have usually been visualized by tracing eye
movements or plotting fixations, on the stimulus image.
Unfortunately, this obscures the most viewed parts of the image. To
depict how visual cortex perceives an image, we developed a
visualization in which the foveated parts of an image are most clear.
In our representation, the clarity of a particular part of an image is
determined by that part of the image's cortical magnification factor in
V1, as reported by Sereno et al. (1995), given its eccentricity to the
nearest fixation. We also plotted scanpaths against the stimulus
images themselves, with a version of a traditional visualization that
emphasizes fixations, also shows saccades, and uses color to depict
whether the fixation/saccade was early or late in viewing.

Results

As expected, eye movements differed according to task. Moreover, this divergence was
observed in the first few fixations, not requiring the 2-3 minutes of viewing time that Yarbus
typically used. Subjects usually viewed an image for just a few seconds.
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Qualitative analysis. Some images resulted in viewing patterns that were easily
differentiated according to task (boat among flooded trees), other images less so
(Gauguin's Mary). Some trials were very focused on the task at hand; others scanned
more widely. Free viewing frequently resulted in longer viewing times than specific tasks.
The new visualization, because it is closer to V1's representation than the traditional
visualization, is a useful means to represent eye movement data.
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